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Alpha Force: Desert Blood Jackson Steel 2011-01-01
Meet the men of Alpha Force,
an elite team of U.S. Marines
hell-bent on defending the
world from terror and tyranny
no matter what it takes. They
are warriors of modern
warfare, guardians of freedom,
soldiers of sacrifice. In their
world, heroes don¿t die¿they
go out in a blaze of glory. But
in the war on terror, Evil has a
new name¿and it¿s about to
start playing a whole new
game. For in the deserts of the
Middle East¿under the radar
and off the grid¿a mysterious
organization known only as The
Enigma is planning an attack of
catastrophic proportions. Now
it is up to the eight men of
Alpha Force to infiltrate and
destroy The Enigma¿s Middle
East base before they can
unleash their diabolical
weapon.But what terrifying
secret lies locked inside The
Enigma¿s fortress? Who will
live? Who will die? Who will
win this war?
Reckless - Sybil Bartel
2018-07-29

Alpha's Command - Renee
Rose 2022-11-29
She’s a human. Forbidden. My
brother’s widow. But deep
down, my wolf believes she's
mine. Before my brother died,
he made me swear to stand by
his human mate and their son.
It's been 10 years since his
death, and I've done my best. I
joined the military, got my
sh*& straight. I sent money but
stayed away from Julia and my
nephew. Stayed out of their
life. She didn't need a screw-up
like me hanging around. That
was the lie I told myself. The
truth was, I couldn’t resolve my
attraction to her. And I can't
dishonor my brother's memory
by claiming his wife. But now
her pup has entered puberty.
He’s become a wolf. He needs
me there to guide and protect
him. Julia hasn't forgiven me
for the years I stayed away, but
this time I'll do right by her. I’d
do anything for the two of
them. The trouble is–she’s the
one I want to guide. Protect.
Command. She’s the one I
crave and will until my last
breath. Don't miss the next
installment of Renee Rose and
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Lee Savino's USA Today
Bestselling Shifter Ops series
in which Channing meets his
forbidden mate. Overprotective
wolf shifter guaranteed. Bad
Boy Alphas Series Alpha’s
Temptation Alpha’s Danger
Alpha’s Prize Alpha’s Challenge
Alpha’s Obsession Alpha’s
Desire Alpha’s War Alpha’s
Mission Alpha’s Bane Alpha’s
Secret Alpha’s Prey Alpha’s
Sun Shifter Ops Series Alpha’s
Moon Alpha’s Vow Alpha’s
Revenge Alpha’s Fire Alpha’s
Rescue Alpha’s Command
Alpha Channel, a Techno
Thriller - Khristophe Keen
2009-06
The Conservatorium is a CIA
architecture school in Los
Angeles. It drafts civilians to
engage the forces of Europe in
a race to determine the future
of design after post
modernism. The school s dean,
Doxa Dasien, recruits an army
of students in an effort to
realize her dream project:
working on the international
airline terminal at LAX. She
feeds off of Renee Begriff, a 30year-old transvestite who is
ready for a change. Renee is a

confused soul who feels guilty
for killing his mother as a child.
He still lives at home, but is
ready for his life to take off, so
he accepts the challenge
presented by the CIA school.
Alpha Channel: A Techno
Thriller will take you on an
unexpected ride.
Until Selma - Boom Publishing
2021-04-30
Fresh out of the Army, Tavonte
Jones is home on a mission to
rescue his teen sister from a
narcissistic creep. Running into
his high school crush was the
last thing on his mind, but now
that he's seen her, he's
determined to make Selma
his.Resigned to live vicariously
through romance novels, Selma
Black has all but given up on
finding her own happily ever
after when an old classmate
returns, looking like a fantasy
come to life and offering
everything she's ever
wanted.As circumstances get
complicated and dangerous,
Tavonte must keep his family
safe and convince the girl he's
always wanted that their reallife romance will have the
perfect storybook ending.A
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Dead Presidents MC
crossover.Until Selma is part of
Aurora Rose Reynolds's
Happily Ever Alpha World. If
you loved Until December, then
you will want to read Until
Selma.
Dirty, Reckless Love - Lexi
Ryan 2018-08-14
From New York Times
bestselling author Lexi Ryan
comes a sexy new standalone
romance about a woman torn
between two men from her
past, searching for missing
memories that could hold the
key to her future. I’m in love
with a man who tried to kill
me. At least that’s what they
tell me . . . Six weeks ago,
paramedics found me
unconscious in my own home.
Beaten. Bruised. Hardly
breathing. When I woke up, I
couldn’t remember the last
three years or anything about
my life in Jackson Harbor. They
tell me my fiancé, Colton
McKinley, is on the run for
what he did to me. They tell me
I’m safer if I stay away. I don’t
care if my memories ever come
back. I want nothing to do with
those missing years . . . until a

sexy stranger with angry eyes
shows up on my doorstep and
demands I stop ignoring him.
Levi Jackson is my fiancé’s best
friend, but seeing him sparks
something inside me. As the
truth unravels in my mind, I
know they’re wrong about
Colton. My own secrets are far
more dangerous than the man I
was engaged to. I return to
Jackson Harbor to search for
answers and find myself
running from a faceless
boogeyman and seeking refuge
in Levi’s arms. And in his bed. I
can’t deny my feelings for Levi.
But as the pile of lies between
us grows, I realize that
sometimes the truth can’t set
us free. Sometimes, it’s the
very thing that can destroy us.
Bēta Thēta Pī - 1882
Red Alpha Awakening - Mark
Arntson 2022-10-06
Human beings have created
synthetic life from nothing.
These Manufactured Humanoid
Units, or MHUs, are born into
an oppressed class of people,
abused, exploited, and
repressed for the betterment of
humanity. A large ensemble
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cast leads this saga of action,
drama, intrigue, politics,
scientific enterprise, a touch of
romance, and a big mystery
acting out behind the scenes.
Agent Powder is just following
orders. That's what she tells
herself anyway, as she is used
by the powers that be as an
instrument to maintain the
status quo. She hunts down
rogue MHUs fleeing from their
oppressive life, along with
those who aid and abet them.
Meanwhile, in the rest of the
Republic, politicians scheme,
activists rally, tech barons plot,
and scientists continue to press
technology ever forward by any
means necessary.
Merciless - Sybil Bartel
2018-11-11
Bodyguard.Mercenary.Gun for
hire.I didn't care what you
called it, the end result was
always the same.You paid me
for a job, you got results. The
Marines trained me to shoot,
but life taught me to aim.
Working for the best personal
security firm in the business
was a stepping stone. Put in my
time, build the résumé, then
move on. I didn't do

attachments, on any level. Until
a smoking-hot former one-night
stand crossed the street in
front of me, holding a kid who
was my spitting image. She
tried to play it off, deny he was
mine. She said she didn't
remember me, right before she
turned around and ran. She
thought she'd made a clean
escape. But she was about to
find out how merciless a
bodyguard could be.
*MERCILESS is a sexy new
standalone book in the Alpha
Bodyguard SeriesThe Alpha
Bodyguard Series:
SCANDALOUSMERCILESSRE
CKLESSRUTHLESS
Ruthless - Sybil Bartel
2019-03-18
Bodyguard. Protector. Security
Detail. I wasn’t supposed to
join the Marines and serve
three tours. I’d been groomed
to be another kind of warrior.
Since I could walk, I’d been
primed to take over the family
business. Build the real estate
empire bigger, ruthlessly fight
my way to the top—make
everyone richer. Instead, I’d
enlisted. Wanting to protect my
country, not a bank account,
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I’d turned my back on the
family business and given the
Marines eight years. Now I was
a bodyguard for the best
personal security firm in the
business, and life was perfectly
uncomplicated…until an
innocent redhead smiled at me
and destroyed everything. Now
she was about to find out how
ruthless a bodyguard could be.
*RUTHLESS is the fourth
standalone book in the Alpha
Bodyguard Series. The Alpha
Bodyguard Series:
SCANDALOUS - Tank's story
MERCILESS - Collins's story
RECKLESS - Tyler's story
RUTHLESS - Sawyer's story
FEARLESS - Ty's story
CALLOUS - Preston's story
RELENTLESS - Thomas's story
SHAMELESS - Shade's story
HEARTLESS - Ronan's story
Drawn to Mr. King - Elle Nicoll
2021-11-04
♥Jaxon King is a work of artbeautiful, unique... priceless.♥
I meet him when he admires
my artwork at a hotel opening.
He's older, sophisticated... a
gentleman. At least he is with
his clothes on. Out of them...
well, that's a masterpiece in

itself. But even a connection as
strong as ours means nothing
once the champagne wears off.
A promise to call me. Then...
nothing. When he turns up as
my new boss on the biggest
project of my career, I try my
hardest to turn the page and
leave him in the past. Only, he
isn't a memory I can simply
erase. No matter how hard I
try. We have this pull to one
another... two colours that
merge and create something
heavenly. But he screws up the
paper and leaves me
crumpled... torn. Maybe it's all
an illusion and I should erase
him from my heart once and for
all? If only we could draw our
own path through life. Start
over. But it's never as simple as
erasing the past, not when
you're drawn to Mr. King.
★★★★★ This is a steamy,
contemporary romance
intended for readers aged 18
years and older★★★★★
Knowing His Secret - K.C.
Falls
**This is a free book. This
freebie is part 1 of a series.**
Tristan looked like the kind of
man even my mother would
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call smokin' hot. Eventually,
she did. He felt like the kind of
man who didn't just break the
rules, but made new ones. He
led and it was follow or get out
of the way. Why did a
billionaire with a voice like
liquid silk and a face like a bad
angel take a second look at a
girl in no-name jeans, with a
fifteen-dollar haircut and a
beat up car she calls her "Eep"
because the 'J' fell off long ago?
I didn't want to know why and
when I thought I knew I didn't
want to admit it. By the time I
found his secret, it was already
too late. His passion had me
hooked like a drug. It didn't
hurt that he pulled the people I
love the most out of harm's
way. A girl can get used to a
knight in shining armor even
when the armor has some very
large dents in it. Part 2 of the
Year of the Billionaire is
"Taking His Risk" Part 3 of
Year of the Billionaire is
"Keeping His Promise". This is
an adult erotic romance
intended only for readers over
18. This can be read as a stand
alone book with a 'happy for
now' ending, but it is best read

with the companion works.
Erotic romance, new adult
romance, alpha male romance,
contemporary romance,
romance at sea, new adult,
billionaire, alpha male, erotic
story, hot romance, sexy
romance, free book, free
romance.
Masters of Maria - Holley Trent
2022-09-12
Demigods, gods and goddesses,
angels, shapeshifters, witches,
fae and more powerful beings
collide in small-town New
Mexico in this full series
collection of paranormal and
fantasy romances by Holley
Trent. Maria’s magic users and
immortals get more than they
bargain for as they guard the
town’s paranormal secrets,
battle their personal demons,
and—finally—accept the mates
Fate has long had in store for
them. Presented in
chronological order are: The
Demigod’s Legacy The Angel’s
Hunger The Wolf’s Joy The
Coyote’s Chance The Coyote’s
Cowboy The Coyote’s Bride
The Coyote’s Comfort The
Angel’s Fire The Angel’s Desire
Each story in the series follows
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the romance of a different
Maria couple, but all the
stories are connected. Masters
of Maria takes place following
the end of the Desert Guards
series—also set in Maria.
Ruthless King - Meghan
March 2017-10-17
Get ready for the darker and
dirtier side of New Orleans
with an alpha romance from
New York Times, Wall Street
Journal, and USA Today
bestselling author Meghan
March. New Orleans belongs to
me. You don’t know my name,
but I control everything you
see—and all the things you
don’t. My reach knows no
bounds, and my demands are
always met. I didn’t need to
loan money to a failing family
distillery, but it amuses me to
have them in my debt. To have
her in my debt. She doesn’t
know she caught my attention.
She should’ve been more
careful. I’m going to own her.
Consume her. Maybe even
keep her. It’s time to collect
what I’m owed. Keira Kilgore,
you’re now the property of
Lachlan Mount. Ruthless King
is book one of the Mount

Trilogy. All books are available
now. Reading order: Ruthless
King Defiant Queen Sinful
Empire "So hot and explosive, I
recommend having the fire
department on standby." - New
York Times bestselling author
Laurelin Paige "Meghan takes
us a sexy and gritty, non-stop
journey that kept my heart in
my throat and my body primed!
Lachlan Mount is the king and
he is mine!"— T Gephart, USA
Today bestselling author. "This
is one book hangover I never
want to wake from." ~Harper
Sloan, New York Times
bestselling author "This is my
new favorite series EVER!" –
Candi Kane, Dirty Laundry
Review "This right here...THIS
is the type of romance that I
LIVE FOR! Brutally beautiful
and one of the SEXIEST reads
of the year! Meghan March is
CONQUERING this genre!"
~Shayna Renee, Shayna
Renee's Spicy Reads ___
Topics: New Orleans, French
Quarter, anti-hero, anti-hero
romance, alpha hero, alpha bad
boy, dominant alpha male,
dominant alpha male hero,
protection, famous, male,
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bodyguard, criminal, criminal
underground, dirty billionaire,
millionaire, rich, hidden,
forbidden romance, hidden
identity, brothers best friend,
bayou, swamp, military
romance.
Curves & Alphas - Willow
Brooks 2015-09-08
*** Four sizzling hot
paranormal stories now
available as a boxed set!***
The Alpha's Desire- Christina
never had a real relationship,
let alone a social life. Yet when
her best friends invite her to
have a fun night out, Christina
never expected that her path
would cross with the tempting
Lex Roberts.Their connection is
so fierce and undeniable that
her future will never be the
same again. Drawn To The
Alpha- Sophia has always
believed that her one true love
was out there. When she meets
the mysterious and very
handsome Van Longshadow at
an office party, she instantly
feels like she’s finally found
him. But what about the
rumors that surround him? He
lives alone in the forest, a
recluse, but is he hiding

something dangerous? Curves
To Claim- Ashlyn Davis is a no
nonsense businesswoman that
is not interested in finding
love, but fate had something
different in mind when she
meets the strikingly handsome
billionaire, Logan Worthington.
One night with him makes her
quickly change her mind, but
can she handle the secret that
he’s been hiding? Curves For
Her King- Katrina Walton is a
high-powered lawyer that takes
pride in winning her cases. Yet
representing the wealthy Faust
brothers will be a challenge
when she sets her eyes on the
handsome Alexander Faust.
Wanting a chance at love is one
thing, but facing a conflict of
interest is another. Is Katrina
willing to take a chance at
love? keywords: bbw werewolf
romance, bbw shifter romance
free, paranormal romance bbw
shapeshifter, bbw shifter,
werewolf romance,
werewolf,paranormal
paranormal romance,bbw
shapeshifter romance, bbw
romance, bbw erotical free
books
Alpha - David Philipps
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2022-09-13
An “infuriating, fast-paced”
(The Washington Post) account
of the Navy SEALs of Alpha
platoon, the startling
accusations against their chief,
Eddie Gallagher, and the
courtroom battle that exposed
the dark underbelly of
America’s special forces—from
a Pulitzer Prize–winning
reporter WINNER OF THE
COLORADO BOOK AWARD •
“Nearly impossible to put
down.”—Jon Krakauer, New
York Times bestselling author
of Where Men Win Glory and
Into the Wild In this “brilliantly
written” (The New York Times
Book Review) and startling
account, Pulitzer Prize–winning
New York Times correspondent
David Philipps reveals a
powerful moral crucible, one
that would define the American
military during the years of
combat that became known as
“the forever war.” When the
Navy SEALs of Alpha platoon
returned from their 2017
deployment to Iraq, a group of
them reported their chief,
Eddie Gallagher, for war
crimes, alleging that he’d

stabbed a prisoner in cold
blood and taken lethal sniper
shots at unarmed civilians. The
story of Alpha’s war, both in
Iraq and in the shocking trial
that followed the men’s
accusations, would complicate
the SEALs’ post-9/11 hero
narrative, turning brothers-inarms against one another and
bringing into stark relief the
choice that elite soldiers face
between loyalty to their unit
and to their country. One of the
great stories written about
American special forces, Alpha
is by turns a battlefield drama,
a courtroom thriller, and a
compelling examination of how
soldiers define themselves and
live with the decisions in the
heat of combat.
Something Reckless - Lexi
Ryan 2014-12-22
Dive into a world of secrets and
temptation. Read the first novel
in the sizzling Reckless and
Real series from NYT
bestselling author Lexi Ryan...
He talks dirty to me, but I don’t
know his name. He wants to tie
me up, but I don’t know his
face. He turns me on, but I
couldn’t point him out in a
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crowd. I’ve fallen for an
anonymous stranger, and now
the anonymity ends. I want
more than typed secrets and
texted promises. I want
something reckless. Heat.
Passion. The thrill of being
entirely possessed. Because I
suspect this anonymous
stranger isn’t a stranger at all.
**SOMETHING RECKLESS is
book 1 in the sizzling Reckless
and Real series and includes
the prequel, SOMETHING
WILD, for your convenience.
Liz and Sam's story concludes
in SOMETHING REAL,
available now.** The Reckless
and Real Series Includes:
SOMETHING RECKLESS (Liz
and Sam’s story, includes free
novella SOMETHING WILD)
SOMETHING REAL (Liz and
Sam’s story concludes)
The Right Kind of Reckless Heather Van Fleet 2017-11-07
"Sweet, funny, romantic and oh
so very sexy! Prepare to swoon
mightily." —SAWYER
BENNETT, New York Times
and USA Today bestselling
author of the Cold Fury Hockey
series Maxwell Martinez I'm in
love with a woman I can't have,

and there's absolutely nothing I
can do to stop myself from
falling. The problem? Her
brother's my best friend. I
shouldn't want her this much.
Not when it goes against the
bro code. Not when I've never
been able to commit to a
woman for longer than a night.
But one look into her eyes and
I'm a mess for her. She's my
everything. And I have to walk
away with nothing. Reckless
Hearts Series: Reckless Hearts
(Book 1) The Right Kind of
Reckless (Book 2) Recklessly
Ever After (Book 3) What
People Are Saying About
Reckless Hearts: "An
emotional, heartfelt, and
absolutely beautiful story. I
wanted each character to be
my best friend. Reckless
Hearts was so real, with
gorgeous writing that kept me
hooked from first page to the
last." —JENNIFER
BLACKWOOD, USA Today
bestselling author of The Rule
Book "Van Fleet has mastered
the alpha hero. With perfectly
flawed characters and miles of
scorching heat, Reckless
Hearts is a must read!"
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—KELLY SISKIND, author of A
Fine Mess
Reckless Night - S.M. West
2017-02-06
My life has been destroyed by
two men. One, my hero. The
other, my worst nightmare. I
taste the bitterness of betrayal
every day as my body bleeds,
suffering the touch of my
enemy. It’s a fate chosen for
me by others and it’s not
something I can escape. At
least, not yet. I’m determined
to survive, my need for
vengeance feeding me. I’ll play
this game until every piece is in
place so I can break them all.
My plan includes Rylan Wolfe,
the FBI agent eager to strike a
deal. I give him the information
he needs to take down a
criminal threat, and he gives
me the satisfaction of bringing
my enemies to their knees. But
my hunger for justice won’t be
sated until they’ve burned to
ash. And for my plan to
succeed I have no choice but to
deceive Rylan—the one man
who manages to thaw the ice in
my veins. In the end I’ll have to
decide whether the revenge
I’ve dreamt of for so long is

worth losing the man who
might be able to free my heart.
Scandalous - Sybil Bartel
2018-09-18
Bodyguard. Babysitter.
Chauffeur. Not what I thought
I’d be doing with my life.
Especially not for a spoiled
Hollywood actress on location
in Miami Beach. But triple pay
and carrying a gun had its
advantages. I’d shove away
paparazzi and screaming fans
for a lot less. The Marines
trained me to be Force
Recon—intimidation and crowd
control was child’s play
compared to four tours. This
assignment should’ve been
easy money. But the doe-eyed
starlet with the perfect smile
dragged me down her rabbit
hole. Living for the spotlight,
she leaked the ultimate
scandal. I warned her making
headlines wasn’t in my job
description, but she kept
smiling for the cameras. Now
she was going to find out just
how scandalous a bodyguard
could be. *SCANDALOUS is the
first standalone book in the
Alpha Bodyguard Series. The
Alpha Bodyguard Series:
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SCANDALOUS - Tank's story
RECKLESS - Tyler's story
MERCILESS - Collins's story
RUTHLESS - Sawyer's story
FEARLESS - Ty's story
CALLOUS - Preston's story
RELENTLESS - Thomas's story
SHAMELESS - Shade's story
HEARTLESS - Ronan's story
The Alpha Bodyguards
Books 1-3 - Sybil Bartel
2021-11-18
From USA Today Bestselling
author Sybil Bartel, the pageturning, heart-stopping,
bestselling Alpha Bodyguard
Series is now available in a
series of boxsets! Former
Special Forces Military
Operatives come together in
this series of Alpha Bodyguards
who will stop at nothing to save
the women they've sworn to
protect. Come meet the
dominant, protective Alpha
heroes who work for Luna &
Associates! THE ALPHA
BODYGUARDS BOOKS 1-3
features SCANDALOUS,
MERCILESS and RECKLESS!
SCANDALOUS: Bodyguard.
Babysitter. Chauffeur. Not
what I thought I'd be doing
with my life. Especially not for

a spoiled Hollywood actress on
location in Miami Beach. But
triple pay and carrying a gun
had its advantages. The
Marines trained me to be Force
Recon—this assignment
should've been easy money.
Except the doe-eyed starlet
with the perfect smile leaked
the ultimate scandal. Now she
was going to find out how
scandalous a bodyguard could
be. MERCILESS: Bodyguard.
Mercenary. Gun for hire. The
Marines trained me to shoot,
but civilian life taught me to
aim. If you paid me for a job,
you got results. The only thing
I didn’t do was attachments, on
any level. Until a smoking-hot
former one-night stand crossed
my path, holding a kid who was
my spitting image. She said she
didn’t remember me, right
before she turned and ran.
Now she was going to find out
how merciless a bodyguard
could be. RECKLESS:
Bodyguard. Escort. Bad boy.
Coming from the wrong side of
the tracks, the only advantage I
had was looks and being a
Marine. I wasn’t active duty
anymore, but my smile was still
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getting me in trouble. I just
didn’t realize how much
trouble until a gorgeous
brunette asked for a favor—me,
my gun, and an art opening.
Except she failed to mention
one crucial detail… pretend to
be her fiancé. Now she was
going to find out how reckless
a bodyguard could be. The
Alpha Bodyguard Series Where Alpha Heroes come out
to play. THE ALPHA
BODYGUARDS BOOKS 1-3
THE ALPHA BODYGUARDS
BOOKS 4-6 THE ALPHA
BODYGUARDS BOOKS 7-9
Alpha Billionaires - Michelle
Love 2021-03-20
Don't Miss This one-of-a-kind
collection that includes three
full-length-novels. All of the
novels feature protective alpha
males that fight for the women
of their dreams. No matter if
billionaire CEO or just your
ordinary guy next door - each
of these irresistible hotties will
keep you begging for more!
Book one: Thankful: A BDSM
Secret Baby Romance James is
the cure for my dead-end se*
life. He’s been after me since
learning I am miserable with

Terry, my dim-witted
boyfriend. I try to do the right
thing and refuse James until
I’m single. However, breaking
up with Terry goes to hell fast
when he gets violent. Out of
the blue, James defends me
from Terry and we getaway.
That night, he gives me a taste
of everything in se* that I’ve
been missing. Naturally, I run
away with him. Goodbye,
Terry; hello, James. But James
has a secret of his own: all the
money he earns doesn’t come
from a usual occupation. I
could deal with the fact that
he’s a professional jewel
thief—but his crew scares me.
Book two: Nobody's Girl: A
Billionaire Romance Novel I
was left by everyone...my mom,
my dad...and my step-father.
He promises he will never
leave me, and god help me, I
believe him. Ivo Zacca... my
husband He's gorgeous... not,
that's not the right word. He's
beautiful - in every way, his
face, his body, his mind...His
kindness. Nobody that
beautiful should be that
sweet.Sweet but an animal in
bed, god... He thinks I married
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him for convenience, to get
away from my asshole of a
step-father. I'll let him think
that, because then maybe it
won't be so painful for him
when they tear me away from
him, when they come for
me...When they kill me.I'll
never let you know, Ivo, how
happy you have made me, how
much I love you... Because
fairy tales always end... Book
three: His Brother's Wife: A
Billionaire Romance I'm going
to take Amalia for her very first
time. Hell, I might even fall in
love with her for My very first
time. I know it from the
moment I first lay eyes on her
seductive curves. There's only
one problem. That moment
happens to be when she is
walking down the aisle to
marry my hateful half-brother
Jackson. I'm his illegitimate
half-brother, the black sheep
playboy of the family. I'm used
to doing what I want. And now
what I want to do is Amalia. To
have my way with her while
she submits to my every
command. But her father has
sold her off to Jackson as part
of a business deal. Fulfilling

our desires could mean she's
disowned and Jackson's wrath
could destroy both of us. He'd
better be ready for the fight of
his life because I'm going to
take what I want, which is
Amalia over my knee and then
on her own knees for me. And I
know from the look in her
sultry eyes that she wants to
give me what I want, no matter
the cost.
The Temptation Trap - Ivy
Layne 2018-12-02
Emma Wright is in over her
head. Three months ago her
life was perfect: amazing job,
shiny new MBA, great friends.
When her job turns into a
nightmare overnight, Emma
feels like her life is going down
the tubes. The only bright spot
is her hot new boyfriend. He¿s
the man of her wildest dreams;
sexy, smart, sweet, and a
master of her body between
the sheets. He can't seem to
get enough of her full-figured
curves, so it's too bad she's
starting to think he¿s keeping
dangerous secrets. Axel
Sinclair likes control. At work,
at home, in bed. He gets what
he wants, and he never loses.
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Not until he meets Emma
Wright, and she turns his wellordered life upside down.
Emma was supposed to be a
job - getting his hands all over
her luscious body was only a
bonus. Before he knows it, Axel
is in deep. Axel is sure Emma¿s
guilty as hell. Can he do his job
and bring her down? Or will he
follow his heart and claim her
for his own?
A Secret for a Secret Helena Hunting 2020-05-12
From New York Times
bestselling author Helena
Hunting comes a new romance
about trading secrets, breaking
the rules, and playing for
keeps. My name is Ryan
Kingston, and I'm a rule
follower. I've never been in a
fistfight. I always obey the
speed limit. I don't get drunk,
and I definitely don't pick up
random women at bars. Except
the night I found out that my
whole existence has been a lie.
I got drunk. And picked up a
stranger. Her name was
Queenie, and she was
everything I'm not: reckless,
impulsive, and chaotic. We did
shots and traded secrets. And

ended up naked at my place.
She left me a thank-you note in
the morning and her panties as
a parting gift. But no way to
contact her. Six weeks later I'm
sitting in the first official team
meeting of the season, and
there she is. I neglected to
mention that I'm the goalie for
Seattle's NHL team. And
Queenie? Turns out she's the
general manager's daughter.
Mystics, The Complete
Collection: The Seventh
Sense#1, The Alpha Nation#2,
The Nexus#3 - Kim Richardson
2014-06-10
Discover the world of
MYSTICS, an enthralling new
series by award-winning author
Kim Richardson. Enter a
fantastic journey filled with
danger and action, lies and
deadly truths that will have
readers clinging to the edge of
their seats. Perfect for fans of
Percy Jackson and the
Olympians and Harry Potter.
This package includes in the
Mystics series: The Seventh
Sense The Alpha Nation The
Nexus THE SEVENTH SENSE
(Book 1) Fourteen-year-old
Zoey is a street-savvy orphan,
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careful to live life under the
radar, because of a powerful
secret—she can see monsters.
But her life changes forever
when she’s unwillingly
recruited by a mysterious
society called The Agency, a
group of people that share her
ability to see the supernatural.
Zoey is whisked off to a strange
place, where monsters and
humans coexist, where
leprechaun gangs, giant fairies
and vampire bowling balls are
the least of her problems.
Along the way, she discovers a
treacherous plan that points to
a demon invasion, and possibly
the end of the world. Zoey is
determined to uncover the
truth—but the closer she gets,
the more she risks her life.
THE ALPHA NATION (Book 2)
After a summer spent trying to
prevent a catastrophic
outbreak of illegal mystics,
Zoey St. John starts her second
year in the Operative program
at the Agency. But things don’t
stay quiet for long. Zoey soon
discovers the global
infrastructure that allows
humans and mystics to coexist
is under threat: the mirror-port

matter transfers and borders
which protect the Hives have
been poisoned by a mysterious
black oil, and the only safe
haven for the Sevenths is on
the verge of being overrun by
evil mystics and Alphas. To
save the Hives, Zoey and her
friends—Tristan and Simon
must infiltrate the Alpha City to
find a cure for the black oil
before the Hives are destroyed.
THE NEXUS (Book 3) When
Mrs. Dupont used Zoey to set
The Great Junction in motion:
the event that occurs when two
portals from different worlds
align and make a permanent
doorway, with it came disaster.
The two worlds cannot
withstand the pull of The Great
Junction, and now the worlds
are collapsing. What’s worse,
Zoey uncovers that her mother
is kept prisoner in the Nexus.
Together with her friends, Zoey
must find a way to undo the
damage, save her mother, and
close the portals from both
worlds before it’s too late.
Because if she doesn’t both
worlds will end…
Alpha's Redemption - Lillian
Sable 2019-10-31
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She had never heard the word
Omega. Aura chose isolation
over the terrifying passion, but
that does not make her safe.
She could not bear a life locked
in a gilded cage, but she has no
idea what dangers await
outside the walls of the palace.
Castor will not stop until he
recovers his mate, even if it
means tearing the city apart
brick by brick. But he isn't the
only one looking for her. Time
is running out for them both.
She cannot survive without
him. And he cannot live without
her. Alpha's Redemption is the
final chapter of Aura and
Castor's story. Alpha's
Temptation and Alpha's
Corruption should be read first.
Agent Alpha - The Complete
Paranormal Romance Series
- Rosa Foxxe
GET THE COMPLETE
TRILOGY AT IT'S LOWEST
EVER PRICE! This is the
Complete Agent Alpha Trilogy
and includes: Seduced By
Agent Alpha Claimed By Agent
Alpha Submitting To Agent
Alpha Not many women make
it to Special Agent status in the
FBI but Melinda Warren is no

ordinary woman. Not many
things can phase her or make
her lose concentration on the
job at hand. That is, until she is
assigned a job hunting down a
fugitive with Special Agent
Adam Wright. Tall, dark and
impossibly handsome, this will
be a hard test of Melinda's
professionalism. Melinda
quickly learns that Adam likes
to take charge of the situation
and is a typical Alpha male.
Something she finds very
attractive. Little does she
know, Special Agent Adam
Wright is ALPHA in more ways
then one... Warning: This box
set collection is an interracial
bwwm romance with a
paranormal twist to it. Please
only read if you are interested
in themes such as shifters and
werewolves. There are scenes
of an Adult nature also. "Agent
Alpha" Author Rosa Foxxe Q&A
Session Q – Congratulations on
the huge success of “Agent
Alpha”. Just what can new
readers expect this series to be
about? A – Thanks. I have been
amazed at how well it has
done. Without giving the whole
plot away, we are following the
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sexy adventures of FBI Agent
Melinda Warren and her
partner. Only twist is that her
partner is actually a werewolf
and ex-alpha of his pack. They
are brought together in pursuit
of dangerous fugitive and there
is a hell of a lot of fun,
excitement, adventure and
romance in between! Q- So
what inspired you to write a
story with a werewolf FBI
agent? A- I have to admit I
originally just wanted to write
a story involving a female FBI
agent who gets involved with
her sexy partner. Then I tried
to think of ways to make it
more original and this was the
twist I came up with. I love
watching cop shows where
there is strong chemistry
between the male and female
partners even though we never
get to see the sex. So I wanted
to do something similar. QWho do you feel the Agent
Alpha series will appeal to
most? A – I really think this can
be a cross over from fans of
different genres. The
paranormal romance fans will
love the shifter aspect of it. The
interracial fans will love the

black woman white man aspect
and the mystery suspense and
thriller fans get treated also.
Oh and let's not forget that
those who love Erotica also get
catered for in the books. So
there is something for
everyone.
Reckless Hate - Thandiwe
Mpofu 2019-09-11
"Deep always calls unto deep.
The results? Reckless Hate &
Catastrophe." Westbrook had
four boys that ruled my life
once. They were hell raisers.
Cunning Athletes. Skilled
Manipulators. Hateful
Assholes. Gorgeous gods.
Heartbreakers. Only I never
counted on them breaking my
heart as savagely as they did,
sending me away when I
needed them the most. Making
me spiral into a vicious abyss
of darkness where I'm haunted
by a pair of frosty blue eyes
filled with hate. But now I'm
back and this time around. For
a reason that makes breathing
almost completely impossible.
And if they think I won't get
revenge for my brother--one of
the Blue Boys--then they have
another kind of hell to face.
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Because I'm no longer their
little Blue girl from four years
ago. . .
Reckless - Bailey Bradford
2011-04-18
Six months in his enemies
hands has left Marcus Criswell
a shell of the man he used to
be—or so he thought until his
destined mate rescued him
from a cruel death. Six months
have passed since Marcus
Criswell, Alpha Anax of the
North American shifters,
disappeared. Held captive,
tortured and driven to the
brink of madness, he still
refuses to give up. Even when
his captors abandon him,
leaving him chained without
food or water, Marcus will not
accept his fate. Until his fate
changes with the appearance
of his mate, Nathan Grant.
Now if only the two of them
can survive long enough to
enjoy it. Nathan Grant doesn't
know the first thing about
shifters other than he is one
and should avoid all others.
He's followed that advice all of
his life. Raised by humans,
Nathan is more than a little
uncomfortable with the idea of

being around any other
shifters. One spontaneous day
spent running as his wolf in
Lincoln National Forest forces
Nathan to reconsider what
little he thought he knew, and
to risk his life for one very
unforgettable man. Surviving
isn't easy, and Marcus is all too
aware he's only a shell of the
man he used to be. He wasn't
broken completely, but he's
definitely fractured, and even
finding his mate might not be
enough to help him heal.
Spy School Secret Service Stuart Gibbs 2017-10-10
In the fifth book in the New
York Times bestselling Spy
School series, Ben goes
undercover in the White House
to take on a SPYDER operative
determined to assassinate the
president. Thirteen-year-old
Ben Ripley has had a lot of field
success despite only just
beginning his second year at
Spy School, something even
graduates rarely experience.
But he’d never have survived
without the help from
experienced agents and his
friends. Now he’s been called
in on a solo mission—and the
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fate of the United States of
America is on his shoulders
alone. The mission: Prevent a
presidential assassination by
infiltrating the White House
and locating the enemy
operative. And when
everything goes wrong, Ben
must rely on his spy school
friends to save his
reputation…but even friends
can double-cross or be swayed
to the enemy’s side.
Pretty Reckless - L J Shen
2019-07-26
"A runaway train of revenge,
rivalry and angst. This complex
and venomous tale takes on a
modern-day Cruel
Intentions/Mean Girls vibe.
Pretty Reckless is
unputdownable and absolute
Kindle Crack." - Kindle Crack
Book ReviewsFrom USA Today
and Washington Post
bestselling author L.J. Shen
comes an intense, high school
enemies-to-lovers romance
with a twist.PennThey say
revenge is a dish best served
cold.I'd had four years to stew
on what Daria Followhill did to
me, and now my heart was
completely iced.I took her first

kiss. She took the only thing I
loved.I was poor.She was
rich.The good thing about
circumstances? They can
change. Fast.Now, I'm her
parents' latest shiny project.
Her housemate. Her tormentor.
The captain of the rival football
team she hates so much.Yeah,
baby girl, say it-I'm your foster
brother. There's a price to pay
for ruining the only good thing
in my life, and she's about to
shell out some serious
tears.Daria Followhill thinks
she is THE queen. I'm about to
prove to her that she's nothing
but a spoiled
princess.DariaEveryone loves a
good old unapologetic
punk.But being a bitch? Oh,
you get slammed for every
snarky comment, cynical eye
roll, and foot you put in your
adversaries' way.The thing
about stiletto heels is that they
make a hell of a dent when you
walk all over the people who
try to hurt you.In Penn Scully's
case, I pierced his heart until
he bled out, then left it in a
trash can on a bright summer
day. Four years ago, he asked
me to save all my firsts for
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him.Now he lives across the
hall, and I want nothing more
than to be his last
everything.His parting words
when he gave me his heart
were that nothing in this world
is free.Now? Now he is making
me pay.
Dark Alpha's Claim - Donna
Grant 2015-11-17
Dark Alpha's Claim is the first
in an exclusive new series from
New York Times bestselling
author Donna Grant! There is
no escaping a Reaper. I am an
elite assassin, part of a
brotherhood that only answers
to Death. And when Death says
your time is up, I am coming
for you... My whole existence is
based on taking what Death
wants. Born to eliminate Fae
guilty of unforgivable crimes,
my reckless, wild nature makes
me the perfect assassin to
carry out Death's bidding. I've
seen more sinister and violent
dealings than anyone could
ever imagine. But it was the
sight of her face that stopped
me cold. I've never wanted a
woman-never mind a human-so
badly; never felt my heart,
hardened by death, burn

brighter and hotter until it
burst into flames. She is
everything I desire. The kind of
woman that compels you to
stake your claim on her, to let
the world know that she's
yours. A Reaper saving her life
will only attract danger, but I
vow to protect her at all costs
from the Fae that hunt her, and
keep safe the woman who has
claimed me, body and soul.
Ruthless - Sybil Bartel
2019-03-09
Bodyguard.Protector.Security
Detail.I wasn't supposed to join
the Marines and serve three
tours. I'd been groomed to be
another kind of warrior. Since I
could walk, I'd been primed to
take over the family business.
Build the real estate empire
bigger, ruthlessly fight my way
to the top-make everyone
richer.Instead, I'd enlisted.
Wanting to protect my country,
not a bank account, I'd turned
my back on the family business
and given the Marines eight
years. Now I was a bodyguard
for the best personal security
firm in the business, and life
was perfectly
uncomplicated...until an
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innocent redhead smiled at me
and destroyed everything.Now
she was about to find out how
ruthless a bodyguard could
be.*RUTHLESS is a sexy new
standalone book in the Alpha
Bodyguard Series.The Alpha
Bodyguard Series:
SCANDALOUSMERCILESSRE
CKLESSRUTHLESSFEARLES
Reckless - Sybil Bartel
2018-12-03
Bodyguard. Escort. Bad boy. I
didn’t come from the wrong
side of the tracks. I was the
wrong side. Every cliché you
could think of, my family
embraced. The only advantage
I had was being the bestlooking out of all my brothers.
Except when I joined the
Marines, looks didn’t count for
shit downrange. I wasn’t active
duty anymore, and working for
the best personal security firm
in the business, my looks were
getting me in more trouble
than they were worth. I just
didn’t realize how much
trouble until a princess from a
country I’d never heard of
asked for me by name. Her
request was simple—me, my
gun, and an art opening. But

she recklessly failed to mention
one crucial part of the
assignment… pretend to be her
new fiancé. Now she was about
to find out how reckless a
bodyguard could be.
*RECKLESS is third standalone
book in the Alpha Bodyguard
Series The Alpha Bodyguard
Series: SCANDALOUS - Tank's
story MERCILESS - Collins's
story RECKLESS - Tyler's story
RUTHLESS - Sawyer's story
FEARLESS - Ty's story
CALLOUS - Preston's story
RELENTLESS - Thomas's story
SHAMELESS - Shade's story
HEARTLESS - Ronan's story
Fragmented Loyalty - Tonya
Burrows 2020-02-24
All I want is to leave my past of
criminal hacking behind. Oh,
and ditch the blackmailer who
has been dogging my every
move for the last three years.
The plan: Hack my way into
being part of Class Alpha, a
training program for a
secretive organization that
rescues hostages the
government can’t or won’t go
after. Save the world and make
enough money to pay back my
blackmailer—solves all my
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problems, right? The
complication: Sweet, nerdy,
and unbearably sexy Eric
“Harvard” Physick. Harvard is
my ideal man, but he’s also my
instructor. Seriously a no-go,
except we can’t seem to keep
our hands off each other. My
blackmailer isn’t willing to let
me off the hook, though, and a
series of freak
accidents—deadly
accidents—sends Class Alpha
into a tailspin. And the more I
get to know Harvard, I start to
realize his past is just as
troubled as mine. Am I the
cause of this chaos...or is he?
Restless - Paris Hansen
2015-11-12
Savannah St. James has
worked too hard and too long
to become a success,
sacrificing her personal life to
get what she wanted out of her
professional one. Discouraged
by the milestone invitations
she's continually received, she
lets her sister sign her up for a
dating service hoping that
she'll meet someone to settle
down with. What she doesn't
expect to find is a man that fits
both her wants and desires, not

as one of her dates, but behind
the bar of her favorite
restaurant. Too bad he is
exactly what she's avoiding.
Gabriel Archer is more than
what she bargained for and he
won't take no for an answer.
When she finally gives in, their
relationship becomes hot and
heavy very fast. They both
want to take things to the next
level, but before they can move
forward, Gabriel's ex-fianc�e
comes back into his life.
Gabriel and his ex bond over a
family tragedy leaving
Savannah more confused than
ever until an assumed betrayal
leads to a tragedy that nobody
saw coming. Can Gabriel and
Savannah find their way back
to each other and move past
what happened?
The Explorers: The Reckless
Rescue - Adrienne Kress
2019-04-23
More mystery, more bravery,
more danger, and one
amazingly reckless rescue
await in the second book in the
Explorers series! The perfect
read for fans of The Name of
This Book Is Secret and The
Mysterious Benedict Society!
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Reader! Your attention is
greatly needed. We have left
things unresolved! What began
as your average story of a boy
stumbling upon a pig in a teeny
hat and a secret international
explorers society has turned
into an adventure of epic
proportions. The bad news: The
boy (Sebastian) has been
kidnapped by a trio of
troublesome thugs. The good
news: His new friend Evie has
promised to rescue him! The
bad news: Sebastian has been
taken halfway around the
world. The good news: Evie has
famous explorer and former
Filipendulous Five member
Catherine Lind at her side! The
bad news: There's still the
whole matter of Evie's
grandfather (and the leader of
the Filipendulous Five)
somewhere out there in grave
danger. The good news:
Pursuing Sebastian will lead
Evie and Catherine to another
member of the Filipendulous
Five, who might be able to
help! This missive is a call to
action and an invitation to join
in mystery, bravery, and
danger. There will be new

people to meet, new places to
see, and some dancing along
the way. And one amazingly
reckless rescue. PRAISE FOR
THE FIRST BOOK IN THE
SERIES--THE EXPLORERS:
THE DOOR IN THE ALLEY "[A]
wildly funny adventure. . . .
Animals in teeny hats,
Wonderland-style logic, and
loads of wordplay and sarcasm
will keep readers giggling all
the way through." --Kirkus
Reviews "Exhilarating. . . .
Fans of a Series of Unfortunate
Events will be drawn to this." -Booklist
Reckless - Evelyn Montgomery
2019-06-02
He's rough, arrogant, sexy and
irresistible as hell. The
stereotypical ladies man that I
swore I'd never fall for. He
stole my heart once before
when we were kids, and I
promised myself I would never
give it to him again. One night,
a few drinks and memories
neither one of us could escape
lands me right back to where it
all started, or should I say
ended. But when push comes
to shove, will he be ready to
hear the truth about our past
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and face the secret I've been
holding in for over 10 years?
Or will he run like I always
knew he would? The one
reason why I never let myself
get too close to him again. As
they say, tigers can't change
their stripes, and I won't let
him make a fool out of me
trying. She's stubborn, hotheaded and has a temper
worse than any woman I have
ever met before - but damn it if
that doesn't just make me want
her more. Like an idiot I let her
walk away from me before, but
hell if I will let myself make
that mistake again. She's mine,
and I won't stop until she
knows it. But moving forward
means facing the demons in my
past. The secrets I've never
told her about that one night
10 years ago I planned to
promise her forever and never
showed up. A secret that has
eaten me alive and kept me
away from her all these years
when all I have ever wanted
was to hold her again. This
time though, I won't let go, and
she has another thing coming if
she thinks she is getting away
from me that easy. As reckless

as our love has been, I will
never stop fighting for her.
After all... her, me - that is all I
know that is right in this world.
Monster Hunter Alpha - Larry
Correia 2011-08-01
Dirty Harry meets Twilight. #3
in the break-out series and a
follow-up to Monster Hunter
International and Monster
Hunter Vendetta. Earl
Harbinger may be the leader of
Monster Hunter International,
but he's also got a secret.
Nearly a century ago, Earl was
cursed to be a werewolf. When
Earl receives word that one of
his oldest foes, a legendarily
vicious werewolf that worked
for the KGB, has mysteriously
appeared in the remote woods
of Michigan, he decides to take
care of some unfinished
business. But another force is
working to bring about the
creation of a whole new
species of werewolf. When
darkness falls, the final hunt
begins, and the only thing
standing in their way is a
handful of locals, a lot of
firepower, and Earl
Harbinger's stubborn refusal to
roll over and play dead. At the
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publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital

Rights Management). Lexile
Score: 730
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